In recent years,Heritage tourism has become the popular tourism products 
tourist destinations that tourists at home and abroad looking forward to.Heritage tourism has become a widely popular tourist products.However,there exists phenomenons including overdevelopment of tourism resource overconstructions of tourist facilities too much tourists and the tendency of artificialization urbanization and commercialization.Therefore,the authenticity and the integrity of natural and cultural heritage in a lot of scenic spot has been ruined and even lost their prototype forever.These blind development activities made the heritage become a pity or made the heritage become a relic.Both of the two behaviors should be avoided as far as possible in the heritage tourism development. its intrinsic value,including the value of historical cultural aesthetic artistic and scientific, is the foundation of the system of the world cultural heritage value;Lijiang old city provides the real life that is common wealth of human society with a strong social public at the same time.People can get a sense of belonging and identity from it.Therefore, this kind of social value is the core content of value system and it is the root cause of protecting and using.We must see that tourists are attracted because of this resource and value.Once the city loses the characteristics of desirable as a world heritage site, visitors will not tour the
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ancient city.Since the 1990s,the authenticity of tourism objects gradually has been taken seriously.We have to respect and maintain the local culture, to adapt to the local culture rather than to destruct of the local culture.Since we earn the money and get the pleasure from the city,we have to take the responsibility to protect the ancient city and the culture of ancient city with the locals.Local residents should even more take the responsibility to inherit NaXi and DongBa culture in the production and living because that the world cultural heritage is not only belongs to lijiang but also belongs to the mankind of all.
The stage authenticity of the heritage tourism
Stage authenticity was originated in the theory of Erving Goffman first.He folk couldn t be compared.Some scholars pointed out that the so-called pseudo folk refered to the folk custom items that was patchworked random packing or fantasy and the all kinds of explanation, folk legends, stories that was hard sticked up without any local cultural ecology exsiting in the man-made attractions . [9] As you all know, any destination is likely to leave their native culture come clean [10] .In one sense, the folk culture tourism development pattern of original natural style is a way of suicide [11] .Tourism development destinations showed theatrical folk with symbolic meaning to visitors,thus making promotes for protecting the native folk culture with no doubt.Stage authenticity was derived from the reality in real life,but it was distincted with the real of the native culture itself.It made the native culture appear more real through processing and 
Residents and tourists--adjustment between hosts and guests
Compared to other domestic historic city, lijiang old city is the model of the ancient city that is well preserved overall.It was built up relying on three systematically.There was also necessity to make the local residents fully understand the tourism influence on local society,economy and culture.in the meantime,educating people to correctly understand and conscientiously to protect their own culture (such as recognition of NaXi in lijiang and other ethnic people's social life, customs and life interest, culture, arts and crafts, ethnic and religious belief and other distinctive and artistic value, thus drawing the old city residents to pay more attention to protect the historic building and have a sense of pride on its life forms), to known the importance to protect the natural ecological and cultural environment,to train people how to get along with tourists friendly.For some parts with positive development of tourism in our country,especially the regions where the economics were underdevelope, There were necessities to carefully study and treat about how to let local residents and tourists in harmony through all kinds of education,how to raise awareness of the cultural preservation and the ecological environmental protection consciousness of local residents,how to equip the people with civilization qualities and to develop good health habits,how to get to the good faith in management.It was especially needed to fully consider how to protect the interests of the local residents.The local residents with their productions and the living contents should be involed into the tourism plan instead of simple migrations.
It reflects a kind of the planning idea of people-oriented which was also namely Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 96 that the quality of local residents of the life and the necessities of the tourists were equally important .
The tourists who entered into the ancient city of can be divided into two types.One of the two were short-term visitors and the other were tourists who could be considered as the local community members that stayed in the ancient city for a long time.The two different types of tourists had different awareness, ideas and behaviors of natural environment and social cultural.They also play different roles for the inhabitants of the ancient city.As tourists,protecting indigenous culture and maintaining good relationship between hosts and guests were equally responsible. 
